Olympic marketing guru Linda Smith found the perfect way to combine her career with her lifelong love of sport.

She is an enthusiastic member of the Alumni Working Group, which is seeking to advance the Faculty and its graduate network through events such as the recent dinner with Glenn Stevens, the Governor of the Reserve Bank. “It is fantastic to see the direction in which the Faculty is going,” she says.

**TAKE 5**

Do you have a hidden talent? Photography.


Who inspires you? My mum.


Best advice your parents gave you? Make the most of every opportunity.

---

**Beijing bound!**

The Faculty of Economics and Business is closely associated with Sydney University Sport and Fitness and has a long-standing record of producing exceptional athletes.

We are very pleased to congratulate our alumni and current students who have been selected to represent Australia in the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games.

Those athletes who have already been confirmed for Olympic teams at the time of publication of *E&B Connect* are:

- **Robin Bell** (BEC ’07)
  Sport: Canoe (C1)

- **Marty Rabjohns** (MBus graduand)
  Sport: Rowing

- **Lachlan Renshaw**
  Currently studying for a Bachelor of Commerce degree.
  Sport: Athletics

Other alumni and current students who are strong favourites to secure a place in Australian teams at Beijing are:

- **Terrence Alfred** (BCom graduand)
  Sport: Rowing

- **Trent Franklin**
  Currently studying for a Graduate Certificate in Commerce.
  Sport: Water Polo

- **Samuel McGregor**
  Currently studying for a Bachelor of Commerce degree.
  Sport: Water Polo

- **Natalie Porter**
  Currently studying for a Master of Business degree.
  Sport: Basketball

We wish all these alumni and students the best of luck in Beijing and in their selection trials for the Games. In the September edition of the magazine, we hope to be able to congratulate them again – on bringing home some medals!

---

**Olympic marketing guru Linda Smith** with the Oxford-Cambridge Cup (left) and **Lachlan Renshaw** running for the University (right).